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              THE GALLIPOLI GAZETTE 

 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE GALLIPOLI MEMORIAL CLUB LTD  

 

The Gallipoli Club Building 

After some 20 years of negotiations the 

redevelopment of the whole site from Bridge 

Street north to behind the Customs House is about 

to commence. 

Our Club building will be saved from demolition 

and will be returned to us upgraded and restored 

after two years.  (See report from our Club 

President, John Robertson) 

Our building began life as the wool store of F.L. 

Barker & Co in the 1870s. Barkers was one of 

nineteen wool brokers listed in Sydney who 

exported their wool through Circular Quay. As no 

railway line could be brought into Circular Quay, 

the NSW Government decided to build a line to 

Darling Harbour and encourage the wool firms to 

relocate there.  In 1894 Barkers moved and wool 

brokers Hill & Co took on the lease. 

In the 1920s the wool stores were converted into 

offices. 

In 1916 in Sydney, Gallipoli Veterans formed an 
association for those who had been discharged 
from the AIF because of wounds received in the 
Gallipoli campaign. This association together with 
a number of other groups met for the next 17 years 
before becoming The Gallipoli Legion of Anzacs 
(GLA) in 1934. 
In the years between World War I and World War 
II, the GLA leased premises in Sydney near Circular 
Quay. Eventually at the end of World War II the 
GLA bought 12 and 14 Loftus Street. 
The GLA connected the buildings to create one 
floor on each of the first and second floors and 
opened as the Gallipoli Legion of Anzacs Club and 
has been operational since. 
It was opened in 1947 by former Prime Minster, 
William Morris Hughes. 
During the building period, The Gallipoli Gazette 

will continue to be produced quarterly and Club 

events, including the Art Prize, will be held at 

temporary venues. 
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      On behalf of our Patron and Directors, 

I extend our sincere best wishes to all 

our Members for a Happy and Merry 

Christmas and good luck and good 

health for the coming year. 
 

John Robertson 

President 
 

 

 

 

Temporary closure of the Gallipoli Memorial Club 

Members would be aware that the Club has been in negotiations with various parties for some 20 years 
hoping to renovate the Club premises in Loftus Street. These discussions are approaching finalisation. 
Therefore, all trading will cease at 12-14 Loftus Street on Friday 15 December and we do not expect to 
reopen until 2020 or 2021.  

Our historic building will be completely re-furbished. Any original features (sandstone walls, timber floors, 
roof structure etc.) will be restored and displayed. A new glass lift and open staircase are included. We 
intend to excavate approximately a half floor basement, therefore removing some toilets, storerooms and 
equipment from the main part of the Club.   

A 550 square metre museum space is also included in the project. This will be located below our northern 
neighbour 2-10 Loftus Street with direct internal access from the Club.  

The Board of Directors is confident that our Historic Club House and Museum will be something for all 
members to be very proud of.  

We will continue to hold the General Meetings, the Gallipoli Art Prize Exhibition and Commemoration of 
Lone Pine, but the venues for these functions will be advised closer to the dates when they are finalised. The 
Gazette will be produced and distributed as usual on a Quarterly basis. 

Our long-standing secretary Margaret Brown will retire as of 20 December. She will continue to provide 
some secretarial services on a casual basis, but intends to move to Queensland. We thank her sincerely for 
her dedicated service and outstanding commitment to the ongoing success of the Club and wish her well in 
her new life. 

John Robertson 
President 
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Editorial…………. 
 

This edition we look at some lesser known aspects 

of the wars in which Australians fought. 

Bruce McEwan tells of the Battle of Romani in 

which his father fought in World War One, and we 

look at the East African campaign of that War, 

including the only German invasion of British 

Territory led by the amazing German commander, 

Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck. 

Similarly, we look at two incursions of the Second 

World War; when the Japanese fire-bombed the 

USA state of Oregon and the US bombed Tokyo in 

the Doolittle Raid. 

Also, Club Member Kerry Trollope reveals his 

attempts to return a stolen finial taken from the 

Palace of Versailles in 1919. 

I wish to join our President John Robertson in 

thanking the semi-retiring Margaret Brown for all 

her help in producing the Gazette and wish her a 

long and happy retirement, which will be 

punctuated by assisting the Club as needed.  

 
 

First World War around the World 

The war was definitely a “world war” and we look at 

the little-known fighting in East Africa which was 

German held colonial territory and the amazing feats 

of Germany’s, General Paul Emil von Lettow-Vorbeck, 

who was the only German leader to invade British 

territory in the war. 

The story of German East Africa in the First World War 

is essentially the history of the colony's military 

commander, General Paul Emil von Lettow-Vorbeck. 

A vibrant officer, he spent the war harrying the forces 

of the British Empire, tying down with his band of 

3,500 Europeans and 12,000 natives, a 

British/Imperial army up to 40,000 strong, which was 

at times commanded by the former Second Boer 

War commander Jan Smuts. When other nations 

entered the East African campaign, his enemies 

totalled 300,000. 

Pomeranian born Paul Emil von Lettow-Vorbeck 

(20 March 1870 – 9 March 1964), nicknamed 

affectionately as the Lion of Africa was a general in the Prussian Army and the commander of its forces in 

the German East Africa campaign. 

Essentially undefeated in the field, Lettow-Vorbeck was the only German commander to successfully 

invade imperial British soil during the First World War. His exploits in the campaign have been described by the 

American writer, Edwin Palmer Hoyt "as the greatest single guerrilla operation in history, and the most 

successful."   

In 1890, he was commissioned as a Lieutenant into the Imperial German Army and was assigned to the Great 

German General Staff. In 1900, Lettow-Vorbeck was posted to China in the international alliance forces to 

quell the Boxer Rebellion. 

Beginning in 1904, he was assigned to German South-West Africa (now Namibia), during the Namaqua 
and   Herero  insurrection. He suffered injuries to his left eye and chest and he was evacuated to South Africa 
for treatment and recovery. 
In April 1914, he was posted to German East Africa, the mainland territory of present-day Tanzania. 
Lettow-Vorbeck's plan for the war was quite simple. Knowing that East Africa would only be a sideshow, he 
determined to tie down as many British troops as possible and away from the Western Front.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Emil_von_Lettow-Vorbeck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Emil_von_Lettow-Vorbeck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Boer_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Boer_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Smuts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prussian_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_East_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_African_Campaign_(World_War_I)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_Palmer_Hoyt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leutnant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_German_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_General_Staff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_General_Staff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qing_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eight-Nation_Alliance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxer_Rebellion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herero_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_East_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanzania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Front_(World_War_I)
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In August 1914, in the early days of the First 
World War, he was the commander of a small 
military garrison of 2,600 German nationals 
and 2,472 African soldiers (known as Askaris) 
in fourteen field companies called the 
Schutztruppe (protectorate force). He ignored 
orders from Berlin and the colony's 
Governor, Heinrich Schnee, who had 
attempted to achieve neutrality for German 
East Africa and prepared to repel a major 
British amphibious assault on the city of Tanga. 

The attack began on 2 November 1914, and for 
the next four days the German forces fought 
one of their greatest engagements, the Battle 
of Tanga.  Lettow-Vorbeck then assembled his 
men and their scant supplies to attack British 
railways in East Africa. He scored a second 
victory over the British at Jassin on 19 January 
1915. These victories gave him badly needed 
modern rifles and other supplies, plus a critical 
boost to troop morale. 

 

 

Schutztruppe Askari Company (1914) 

 

Lettow-Vorbeck knew he could count on his 
highly motivated officers. Although casualties 
remained high, he insisted his commanders 
engage British forces, so he conducted raids 
into British East Africa (later Kenya, Uganda, 
and Zambia), targeting forts, railways, and 
communications.  This made him the only 
German leader to invade British territory in 
World War One.  He realized the critical needs 
of guerrilla warfare, in that he used everything 
available to him in matters of supply. 
The Schutztruppe recruited new personnel and 
expanded to 14,000 soldiers, most of them 
Askaris. All were well-trained and well-
disciplined. Lettow-Vorbeck's fluency in 
the Swahili language earned the respect and 
admiration of his African soldiers; he 
appointed black officers and he believed that 
'we are all Africans here'. In one historian's 
estimation, "It is probable that no white 
commander of the era had so keen an 

appreciation of the African's worth not only as 
a fighting man but as a man."  
He gained the men and artillery of the German 

cruiser SMS Königsberg (scuttled in 1915 in 

shallow water in the Rufiji River delta to 

prevent a coal fire and allow the off-loading of 

men, munitions and supplies) as well as 

numerous guns which were converted 

into artillery pieces for the land fighting. They 

became the largest standard land artillery 

pieces used in the East African theatre.   

In March, 1916, the British under General J. C. 

Smuts launched a formidable offensive with 

45,000 men and the Belgians under General 

Charles Tombeur near Tabora.  Lettow-

Vorbeck patiently used climate and terrain as 

his allies, while his troops fought the British 

on his terms and to his advantage. The British, 

however, kept adding more troops and 

forcing Lettow-Vorbeck to yield territory.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schutztruppe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Schnee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanga,_Tanzania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Tanga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Tanga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Jassin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_East_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zambia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerrilla_warfare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swahili_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMS_K%C3%B6nigsberg_(1905)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rufiji_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artillery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Smuts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Smuts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Tombeur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_105-DOA3056,_Deutsch-Ostafrika,_Askarikompanie.jpg
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Nevertheless, he fought on, including a pivotal 

battle at Mahiwa in October 1917, where he 

lost 519 men killed, wounded, or missing and 

the British, 2,700. After the news of the battle  

reached Germany, he was promoted to Major-

General. The British would recover their losses  

and continue to hold an overwhelming 

advantage in numbers of men. For 

the Schutztruppe, this was serious: there were 

no reserves to fill the ranks again. 

Lettow-Vorbeck then began a forced 
withdrawal to the south, with troops on half 
rations and the British in pursuit. On 25 
November 1917, his advance column waded 
across the River Rovuma into Portuguese 
Mozambique. In essence, Lettow-Vorbeck cut 
his own supply lines, and the 

Schutztruppe caravan became a nomadic tribe.  
On its first day across the river, it attacked the 
newly replenished Portuguese garrison of 
Ngomano and solved all its supply problems 
for the foreseeable future. Some of his medical 
problems were alleviated soon after by 
capturing a river steamer with a load of 
medical supplies. 
For almost a year Lettow-Vorbeck's men lived 
off the land, but mainly with provisions 
captured from the British and Portuguese; they 
had replaced their old rifles with new 
equipment and acquired machine guns and 
mortars after capturing Namakura (now 
Nhamacurra) in Mozambique in July, 1918. 
 At the end of the War, they still had more 
ammunition than they could carry. 

 

Lettow-Vorbeck surrendering his forces to the British at Abercorn, as drawn by an African artist 

 

On 28 September 1918, Lettow-Vorbeck 
crossed back over the Rovuma River to German 
East Africa with the British still in pursuit. He 
then turned west and raided Northern 
Rhodesia, thus evading a trap the British had 
prepared for him in German East Africa.  
On 13 November 1918, two days after the 
armistice, he took the town of Kasama, which 
the British had evacuated, and continued 
heading south-west towards Katanga. When 
he reached the Chambeshi River on the 
morning of 14 November, the British 
magistrate Hector Croad appeared under a 
white flag and delivered a message from the  
 

 

allied General Jacob van Deventer, informing 
him of the armistice of 11 November.  
Lettow-Vorbeck agreed to a cease-fire at the 
spot now marked by the Chambeshi 
Monument in present-day Zambia. He was 
instructed by the British to march north to 
Abercorn (now Mbala) to surrender his 
undefeated army, which he did, arriving there 
on 25 November. They were the last troops to 
officially stop fighting in World War One. His 
remaining men then consisted of just thirty 
German officers, 125 German non-
commissioned officers and other enlisted 
ranks, 1,168 Askaris, and some 3,500 porters.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portuguese_Mozambique
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Ngomano
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Ngomano
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Namakura&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nhamacurra&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Rhodesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Rhodesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kasama,_Zambia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katanga_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chambeshi_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_van_Deventer_(general)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chambeshi_Monument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chambeshi_Monument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mbala,_Zambia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lettow's_surrender.jpg
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Post war 

In a book published in 1919, Ludwig Deppe, a 
doctor of medicine who campaigned with 
Lettow-Vorbeck and who had formerly headed 
the hospital at Tanga, looked back ruefully and 
lamented the tragedy that German forces had 
imposed on East Africa in their war with the 
invading Allies: "Behind us we leave destroyed 
fields, ransacked magazines and, for the 
immediate future, starvation. We are no 
longer the agents of culture, our track is 
marked by death, plundering and evacuated 
villages. It was estimated that 365,000 civilians 
died from famine and disease. 
When the worldwide Spanish influenza 
epidemic swept into eastern Africa in 1918–
1919, it struck down thousands of natives and 
Europeans. The weakened state of many 
natives made them especially susceptible; this 
included the caged Askaris and porters of the 
German Schutztruppe who were still in 
prisoner-of-war camps at Tabora. 
The British repatriated the white German 

soldiers but confined the Askaris in squalid 

camps.  General von Lettow-Vorbeck refused 

to leave until he had won promises of decent 

treatment and early release for his black 

troops. 

Returning to Germany as a national hero, von 

Lettow-Vorbeck became active in politics and 

tried to establish a conservative opposition to 

the Nazis.  He was able to bring some of his 

black officers with him to serve in the German 

Freikorps.  When Hitler offered him the British 

ambassadorship in 1935 to remove him from 

Germany, he impolitely declined.  Although 

repeatedly harassed by the Nazis, he survived 

their regime due to his popularity as a genuine 

hero of the old school.   

Lettow-Vorbeck never forgot his Askaris, and 

he returned to East Africa in 1953 where he 

was tearfully welcomed by his surviving 

soldiers.  Upon returning to Europe, he 

campaigned to provide for their 

welfare.  When von Lettow-Vorbeck died at 

the age of 93 in 1964, the West German 

government flew in two former Askaris as state 

guests so that they could attend the funeral.  A 

few months later, the West German Bundestag 

voted to give back pay to the 350 surviving 

Askaris in Africa.

      
              The WW1 Memorial in Iringa, Tanzania, the 
                burial place for many soldiers killed in the 
         East African camp 
      

 

        The Chambeshi Monument, in the  
        Northern Province of Zambia, also  
        called the Chambeshi Memorial and the 
        Lettow-Vorbeck Memorial,  
        commemorates the final cessation of 
        hostilities of the First World War, three 
        days after the Armistice in Europe. 
    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabora
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundestag
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iringa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tanzania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Province,_Zambia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zambia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cessation_of_hostilities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cessation_of_hostilities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armistice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:German_WW1_Memorial_in_Iringa.jpg
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Two forgotten WW2 air raids 

Bob Lawrence looks at two forgotten air raids over the USA and Japan in the Pacific Campaign of 

World War Two 

The Doolittle Raid 

On Saturday, April 18, 1942, the United States 
Airforce staged a bombing raid on Tokyo and 
other Japanese cities. It was planned and led 
by Lt. Col. Jimmy Doolittle a famous military 
test pilot, aeronautical engineer and civilian 
pilot before the war. 
The Doolittle Raid by 16 B-25 Mitchell bombers 
was the first air operation to strike Japan’s 
home islands and expose their vulnerability. It 
was both a retaliation for the Pearl Harbour 
attack four months earlier and a propaganda 
success in the USA. 
The raid was initiated at a Joint Chiefs of Staff 
meeting overseen by President Franklin 
Roosevelt in the White House a fortnight after 
the Peart Harbour attack in which he 
suggested a retaliation bombing as quickly as 
possible to boost public morale after the 
disaster at Pearl Harbor.  

The concept for the attack came from 
submarine warfare expert Captain Francis Low 
who reported in January 1942, that he thought 
twin-engine Army bombers could be launched 
from an aircraft carrier, after watching pilots 
doing landing practice on a naval airfield in 
Virginia where the runway was painted with 
the outline of a carrier deck. 
The B-25 Mitchell was chosen for its weight, 
range and wing span and two were loaded 
onto an aircraft carrier for a test run off the US 
coast. Significant modifications were needed 
to reduce weight and increase flying distance.  

The planes were launched from the aircraft 
carrier USS Hornet, on which they would be 
incapable of a return landing. They were to fly 
onto mainland China. Fifteen aircraft reached 
China, but all crashed. The sixteenth landed at 
Vladivostok in the USSR.   The plane was 
confiscated and its crew interned for more 
than a year  
All but three of the 80 crew members initially 
survived the mission. Eight airmen were 
captured by the Japanese in China, with three 
of them executed. So, fourteen complete 
crews, except for one crewman who was killed 
in action, returned either to the United States 
or to American forces 
Following the raid, the Imperial Japanese Army 
conducted a massive sweep across eastern 
coastal provinces of China, searching for the 
surviving American airmen and inflicting 
retribution on any Chinese who helped them, 
as a lesson to the civilians. 
The Doolittle Raid caused little material 
damage to Japan, but did cast doubt on the 
ability of Japanese military leaders to defend 
their home islands. It also contributed to 
Admiral Yamamoto’s decision to attack 
Midway Island which inflicted a decisive 
strategic defeat of the Japanese Navy. 
Doolittle initially believed he would be court-
martialled over the loss of all his aircraft, but 
he was awarded the Medal of Honour and was 
promoted to Brigadier-General.

__________________________________ 

The Oregon Raid 

On September 9, 1942, a I-25 B1 type Japanese 
submarine was cruising off the Oregon 
Coastline. The B1 type was the most numerous 
class of Japanese submarines.  They were fast, 
long-ranged, and carried a seaplane behind 
watertight doors, which could be launched on 
a forward catapult.  

The Pearl Harbor attack was less than a year 
before so the submarine captain knew the 
Americans would be watching their coast line 
for enemy ships and aircraft. 
In the first rays of the sun a seaplane carrying 
Pilot Chief Warrant Officer Nobuo Fujita and 
his crewman Petty Officer Shoji Okuda was 
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catapulted off to attack the US West Coast with 
incendiary bombs designed to start forest fires. 
If this test run was successful, Japan had hopes 
of using its huge submarine fleet to attack the 
eastern end of the Panama Canal to slow down 
shipping from the Atlantic to the Pacific.  
On land, Nebraska forestry student Keith 
Johnson was on duty atop an Oregon forest fire 
lookout tower just north of the Californian 
border. He had memorized the silhouettes of 
Japanese long-distance bombers and those of 
Allied aircraft.  
Fujita flew his plane to an altitude of several 
thousand feet for better visibility and to get 
above the coastal fog and soon could see the 
breakers as they hit Oregon beaches. 
Sunlight glinting on the aircraft alerted 
Johnson. He watched in awe as the small 
floatplane with a red meat ball on the wings 
flew overhead. As the plane was not a bomber 
and there was no way that it could have flown 
across the Pacific, Johnson could not 
understand what was happening. He locked 
onto the plane and followed it as it headed 
inland. 

Fujita was instructed to fly at 500 feet, drop the 
bombs into the trees and circle once to see if 
they had started any fires and then head back 
to the submarine. 
Johnson could see the two bombs under the 
wing of the plane and knew that they would be 
dropped. He called the Forest Fire 
Headquarters informing them of what he was 
watching unfold. 
The bombs tumbled from the small seaplane 
and impacted the forests, the pilot circled once 
and spotted fire around the impact point. He 
turned 180 degrees and headed back to the 
submarine. The small float plane lined up with 
the surfaced submarine and landed gently on 
the ocean, then taxied to the sub. A long boom 
swung out from the stern. His crewman caught 
the cable and hooked it into the pickup 
attached to the roll over cage between the 
cockpits. The plane was swung onto the deck, 
the crew folded the wings and tail, pushed it 
into its hangar and secured the water tight 
doors. The 1-25 submerged and headed back 
to Japan. 

 
 

Warrant Officer Fujita is shown with his Yokosuka E14Y (Glen) float plane prior to his flight. 
 

This event, which caused no damage, marked 
the only time during World War II that an 
enemy plane had dropped bombs on the 
United States mainland. What the Japanese did 
not count on was coastal fog, mist and heavy 

doses of rain, which made the forests so wet 
they simply would not catch fire. 
A second raid was planned. After midnight on 
September 29, 1942. This time the entire west 
coast of Oregon, except for the Cape Blanco  
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lighthouse, was blacked out. 
Fujita’s floatplane was catapulted into the 
darkness, and the pilot flew east beyond the 
Cape Blanco lighthouse for about half an hour 
before dropping the two incendiary bombs. 
Again, Fujita was satisfied with the attack, as 
he observed two explosions of red fire in the 
forest below. To avoid detection, Fujita cut 
the plane’s engine after passing the coastline 
and glided down to 1,000 feet before starting 
it again well out at sea, west of Cape Blanco. 
After some difficulty, Fujita located I-25 by an 
oil slick caused by a leak, and his plane was 
hoisted aboard. 
A forestry search party found neither smoke 
nor any bomb debris during a fruitless two-
day search. Neither of the incendiary bombs 
dropped by Fujita on his second attack has 
ever been found. 
How significant were these two bombing 
attacks on Oregon, the only times in history 
that America has been bombed from the air? 
For the Japanese, they were clearly a major 
propaganda victory, one that made banner 
headlines on the home front and to some 
extent evened the score for the Doolittle 
Raid. 
From a military standpoint, the bombing raids 
were virtually meaningless, because no 
serious fires were started or significant 
collateral damage inflicted. Likewise, 
although some public apprehension was 
caused by the attacks, no widespread panic 
developed on the U.S. West Coast, at least partially due to heavy press censorship. The raids were not 
repeated, because aircraft-carrying submarines gradually disappeared into the increasing category of 
obsolete weapons. 

Postscript: Fifty years later pilot Fujita, who survived the war, returned to Oregon to help dedicate a 
historical plaque at the exact spot where his two bombs had impacted. He donated his ceremonial 
sword as a gesture of peace and closure of the bombing of Oregon in 1942.  

 

THE GALLIPOLI MEMORIAL CLUB CREED 
WE BELIEVE…. 
that within the community there exists an obligation for all to preserve the special qualities of 
loyalty,    respect, love of country, courage and comradeship which were personified by the heroes of 
the Gallipoli Campaign and bequeathed to all humanity as a foundation for perpetual peace and 
universal freedom 
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Battle of Romani 

Bruce McEwan writes about this incredible battle of 1916 that turned the tide in World War One, but 

was under-reported due to a lack of war media. He illustrates his story with photographs taken there 

by his father. 

The conflicts at Gallipoli and Beersheba are 

generally acknowledged as having established 

the international reputation of Australian 

soldiers in war and yet it was another conflict 

in World War One involving Anzacs that most 

impressed military tacticians and historians – 

the Battle of Romani. 

This was the first British alliance victory against 

the Ottoman Empire in that war. It made the 

Suez Canal safe from ground attacks and ended 

the Central Powers' plans to control traffic 

through the canal by taking the strategically 

important northern approaches to it. 

It was an amazing pursuit by the Anzac 

Mounted Division that turned around the Sinai 

and Palestine Campaign. This pursuit began 

with the Division’s success at the Battle of 

Romani that began on 4 August 1916, and 

ended at Bir el Abd just over a week later. From 

then on, the Anzac Mounted Division 

supported by the Imperial Camel Brigade, were 

on the offensive, chasing the German and 

Ottoman forces right across the Sinai Peninsula 

to Jerusalem. 

As this action came three months after the 

allies defeat at Katia, the battle of Romani was 

the conflict that actually eliminated the Turkish 

threat to the Suez Canal and marked the 

beginning of British forces successfully driving 

the Turks and Germans from Egypt and 

Palestine. 

The objectives of the enemy were to capture 

Romani and to then establish an entrenched 

position opposite Kantara, for their heavy 

artillery which then would be within range of 

the Suez Canal. The attacking force assembled 

in the southern Ottoman region at Shellal, 

north-west of Beersheba, departed for the 

Sinai on 9 July 1916; and reached Bir el Abd and 

Ogratina about 16 kilometres from Katia, ten 

days later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Turkish prisoners under Light Horse guard at Katia. 
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It was the construction of the railway and a 
water pipeline, a fine example of military 
engineering, that enabled an infantry division 
to join the light horse and mounted rifle 
brigades at Romani. Despite the intense heat 
and lack of reliable water the Australians had 
been undertaking regular mounted patrols and 
reconnaissance from their base at Romani. 
Meanwhile, the infantry built a substantial 
series of defensive redoubts – fortified firing 
positions.  
The British defences at Romani were within a 

series of towering sand dunes 35 kilometres 

east of the canal that the Turks tried to 

outflank to the south early on 4 August. Only 

the 1st Australian Light Horse Brigade actually 

was in position to meet the Turkish attack. 

Being heavily outnumbered it was compelled 

to fall back but eventually, mounted and 

infantry reinforcements arrived, allowing the 

allied position to be secured around a massive 

dune known as Mount Royston, named after 

the celebrated Australian  light horse officer  

Lieutenant Colonel "Galloping Jack" Royston. 

The position was held throughout the night 

and before dawn the next morning the 1st and 

2nd Light Horse Brigades advanced on foot 

with fixed bayonets. Turkish/German 

resistance collapsed at this point, and large 

numbers of prisoners were taken. At 6.30 am 

fresh mounted troops of the 3rd Light Horse 

Brigade were sent in pursuit of the retreating 

Turks.  

It was on the 19 July, that the advance of a 

large German, Austrian and Ottoman force 

across the northern Sinai was first reported. 

From 20 July until the Romani battle began, the 

Australian 1st and 2nd Light Horse Brigades 

took turns on active forays to harass and delay 

the advancing enemy forces. 

It was during the night of 3 August 1916, that 

the advancing enemy force launched an attack 

on Romani from Katia. 

Light horsemen of the Anzac Mounted Division  

were involved in fierce fighting before dawn on  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Some members of the sixth light horse who earned a smoko at Romani. 
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4 August, and were forced to gradually 

withdraw, but at daylight 2nd Light Horse 

Brigade reinforcements arrived and by mid-

morning, the 5th Mounted Brigade and the 

New Zealand Mounted Rifles Brigade had 

joined the battle. Together they contained the 

enemy onslaught and forced their attackers 

into deep sand where they came within range 

of the guns of the 52nd (Lowland) Division that 

was defending Romani and the railway. The 

German, Austrian and Ottoman forces advance 

was checked and the following day they were 

pushed back to Katia.  

The retreating enemy force was hotly pursued 

by the Anzac Mounted Division for the next 

three days and there were a number of strong 

“rearguard” actions against the advancing 

forces of the Australian light horse, British 

yeomanry and New Zealand mounted rifle 

brigades before the pursuit ended on 12 

August, when the enemy force retreated all 

the way to El Arish. (Men from all Australian 

light horse regiments, from the 1st to the 15th, 

were later awarded Battle Honours for the 

valiant way they fought at Romani.) 

This highly successful campaign was generally 

not well known or understood during the war. 

The British public thought of it as a minor 

operation, a waste of precious resources which 

would be better spent on the Western Front. 

No journalists accompanied the victorious 

allies on this remarkable desert action and the 

first news photographer on the scene was the 

Australian Frank Hurley who arrived in August 

1917. 

Fortunately, many of the allied combatants, 

including my father, Wallace Owen McEwan, a 

Sergeant in the 6th Light Horse Regiment, had 

cameras and recorded much of the action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Troopers of the 6th light horse regiment camped beneath one of the giant sand hills at Romani. 
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ANZAC Day broadcaster to retire 

John Moore is to hang up his microphone after commentating on ANZAC Day marches for more than 40 years. 

John Moore thinks it  was 1964 when he received 
a telephone call at his desk in the ABC Rural 
Department in Forbes Street, Sydney from the 
General Manager of the ABC Talbot Duckmanton. 
Mr Duckmanton knew John well from his work as 
an ABC Rural Officer, which in the previous 
decade had taken him to remote places in most 
states of Australia 
“You’re a member of the Citizen’s Military Force 
(now the Army Reserve), you are now on our 
Anzac Day commentary team,” the boss said. 
This was in addition to his usual work of 
contributing material to The Country Hour, which 
he hosted for several years and long running ABC 
programs such as To Market, To Market which 
informed the public of likely prices of fresh fruit 
and vegetables.  
On April 25 that year John had to climb up a shaky 
ladder onto the awning of what is now the 
Woolworths store opposite the Sydney Town 
Hall. All the media were perched on the awning, 
with television cameras pointing down George 
Street. John recalled that in the 1960s every 
Sydney television and radio station broadcast the 
march. 
”In those days we had a lot of information on 
each marching group sent in by their own unit 
association. There were still World War One units 
marching. Sadly, the passing of the years has 
taken all the members of many units, so we do 
not have the same amount of information on 
hand”  
In the early 1970s, John left the ABC to join the 
Department of Defence in Canberra. He then 
joined the Canberra commentary team at the 
Australian War Memorial every Anzac Day. Ever 
the ABC man, John was also engaged to present 
the weather forecast at the end of the ABC 
nightly TV News in Canberra. 
He eventually returned to live in Sydney and re-
joined the local Anzac Day broadcast team. Gone 
was the broadcast point on the Woolworths 
awning, the commentary team had been 
repositioned into an ABC Outside Broadcast van 
sitting in Hyde Park where they commentated on 
what they and the public were simultaneously 
seeing on their television screens. 
 
 

 
About 15 years ago John was asked to be Master 
of Ceremonies for the Dawn Service in Martin 
Place. This meant a 2.30am start followed by a 
walk up to Hyde Park to cover the march and 
then a stroll to the Freemasons Club for lunch 
followed by that Club’s afternoon memorial 
service—a very long day! 
John said the march now includes, along with 
veterans of more recent military events, many 
descendants carrying pictures of their departed 
forebears from the earlier conflicts.  
“This has a two-fold derivation. The organisers 
did not want the march to die. Some people say 
that only veterans should march, but it does send 
an emotive message”. 
“Crowds have grown in recent years. The march 
survived the feminist push of the 1970s that 
claimed Anzac Day glorified war and there is now 
a healthy rise in nationalism as the number of 
veterans decreases.” 
When he ends his Anzac Day duties, John will 
confine his broadcasting to rowing events. He 
loves rowing, and his son rows for Australia. For 
decades he has called National and State 
Championships as well as the annual Sydney 
Head of the River Regatta. 

Veteran ABC broadcaster, John Moore, on leaving the Gallipoli Club after lunch in the middle floor Chinese             
restaurant, is farewelled by Wendy Mok who began managing the restaurant more than 20 years ago. 
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The Stolen Finial 

The Gallipoli Memorial Club Museum is now in possession of a stolen item from the Palace of Versailles 

that, despite the best attempts by Club Member Kerry Trollope no one in France seems to care about it. 

Redfern born Gerald Herrod answered the Call to Arms in 1914 and from 
1916-18 served on the Western Front.  

When the Armistice was signed in November 1918, he was among 
many ANZAC forces sent to Paris prior to their return journey 

home. 
Kerry Trollope reports that Gerald visited the Palace of 

Versailles to see where the Armistice had been signed in the 
luxurious Hall of Mirrors. 
“No doubt euphoric that he had survived this gruesome war 
and overcome by the beauty and history of this famous 
French palace, he took, while alone in the Hall, a souvenir 
from the front left- hand side base of a mantle clock; a tiny 
ormolu and bright enamel finial. He had beauty and 
timelessness in his pocket in contrast to the horrors and 

immediacy of the trenches,” Kerry told The Gallipoli Gazette. 
On a return visit to the Palace of Versailles in 1950, Gerald 

checked the clock. A finial from the back of the clock had been 
removed to the vacant front position; a substitution to make the 

loss less noticeable. 
“He should have taken it back then, but had been hesitant for obvious 

reason. After all he had ‘stolen’ it all those years before,” Kerry said. 
“As the finial was an object full of emotive memories he passed it onto his mate of many years, my school 
mathematics master, Phillip Davis. Toward the end of Phil’s life I had a lot of contact with him and visited 
him in hospital where he told me the story and I was given the finial. I promised to try to return this tiny, 
lovely emotive object to its rightful home some 100 years on.” 
“Good to my word I have sought help from various government organisations, the French Embassy in 
Canberra, the Australian Embassy in Paris, the National Gallery when it hosted an exhibition from the 
Palace of Versailles and the Palace itself; all with no luck. Sadly, it seems no one really cares any more. I 
will keep trying to return this finial to that mantle clock in the Hall of Mirrors as I promised. However, if 
that is not possible, it will reside with the Gallipoli Memorial Club’s Museum as a memento of what Gerard 
Herrod endured; horrific events which most of us cannot even imagine,” Kerry concluded. 
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